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Classification
of Item

1. The GE-ANP Shield Test Pool Facility (SUsie
Reactor) at the Idaho Test Station has been
added to the list of unclassified reactors

u

2. It should be noted that the unclassified
quantities of certain materials as listed
in DC Doc-65 are totals for the entire
project. A topic establishing an unclassi
fied quantity does not authorize the
distribution of this amount to an individual
or group for unclassified research. Rather,
it authorizes the Division ot Research to
approve distribution aggregating this amount.

u

ORO-1022.

72zc&d
This document oontains restrict
as defined in the At gy Act ot
1954. Its or the disolosure
of ants in ~ manner to an

uthorized person is prohibited.

3. The tact that up to 20,000 curies per year I~
of krypton is trapped at the ICPP and fB::J;:p~pe::::d~__....~ IJ)?t I.(g-Oa!<Jli.du tor sal. i. mto
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4. !EC contracts should recognize the classification U
aspects of the proposed work. It is not sufficient
merely to note in the contract that the 'WOrk is
unclassified; the appropriate project Categor,r,
as defined in AEC Manual Section 3403-062, should
be specified -- after it is established in con-
tormance with that Section. In the oase of olassi-
fied work, the responsibilities of the parties
should be clearly assigned, the subject being
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treated at least as th~rough1y &s in the following Classi
fication article appearing in the Chicago Operations Office
contractSJ

"In the performance of the work under this contract,
the Contractor shall determine and assign levels ot
classification to all documents, material and
equipment originated or generated by the Contractor
in accordance with classification guidance tarnished
to the Contractor by the Commission. The Contractor
will furnish classification guidance to its sub
contractors and vendors."

5.r

- 6"· Production rates of plutonium and tritium and the 5-an
allocations tor weapons use of these materials,
after July 1, 1958~ have been downgraded by the
Commission to Secret Restricted Data. The
cumulative production totals -and cumulative
allocations for weapons use, at ~ point in
time, as well as the production rates and alloca-
tions to weapons before the above date, remain
Top Secret Restricted Data.

7. The necessit,ypf properly classifying correspondence U
is wort~ of occasional re-emphasis in this Bulletin.
The originator of correspondence is responsible for
its correct classification. He should never leave
this decision to his secretar,r or other subordinate.
If he is in any doubt whatsoever he should seek:
guidance from an authorized. classifier. There are
two reasons tor doing this; one, the obvious relevance
to the national defense and security; and two, his own
education in the proper classification of subjects he
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writes letters about. We strongly urge classification
officers to take every opportUDity to pout out that
correspondence which is incorrectly classified (too
high .2!: too low) is dangerous or embarrassing or both.

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors

~nsibl~Reviewers

Classifiquote:

"We must bear in mind that if the other side learns all that we know
but we remain ignorant of what they discover, we will find it very
hard to stay ahead in the game."

-- 5eitz and Wigner in "Bulletin of the Atomic Sceintists"




